Abstract. At present, the attribute reduction based on granular computing is mostly based on rough set theory, and the attribute reduction based on granular computing is studied now. The problem of attribute reduction is transformed into the problem of searching in the granular-power graph, and a continuous value attribute reduction algorithm based on granular-power graph combined with fuzzy relation is proposed. The results of simulation show that the algorithm can reduce the value of continuous attributes, which can enhance the practicality of top-down attribute reduction.
Introduction
In the information age, there are a large number of data every day, how to find the effective information from the massive data is an important research content of signal processing. Feature extraction and pattern recognition are the most widely used methods in signal processing. But the problem is that a large number of features can be extracted from the time domain and frequency domain, which feature are useful and which are redundant?
Attribute reduction algorithm is an effective method to deal with attribute redundancy. Xu Zhangyan [1] et al, Study the relationship between discernibility matrix, information entropy, positive region attribute reduction; Wang Xiongbin [3] et al, combined with database technology, propose an efficient algorithm of attribute reduction based on system entropy, and explained by an example; Feng Lin [4] et al effectively solve the problem of continuous valued attribute reduction in decision table, the variable precision decision table attribute the rough set model and continuous value reduction algorithm; Tang Xiao [5] from the perspective of granular computing, this paper presents a new attribute reduction in the absence of core attributes under the improved algorithm; Chen Yuming [2] , the definition of power graph, granularity power graph and binary particle concept, put forward two kinds of attribute reduction algorithm based on binary granular computing and granularity power graph, open up new ideas for attribute reduction.
Granular computing is a new concept and method in the field of artificial intelligence in recent years. It covers all size and relevant theories, methods, techniques and tools, mainly used to deal with uncertain, imprecise and incomplete information, solve the mining of massive data and complex problems 6. At present, the method of attribute reduction based on granular computing is to divide "block" by strict equivalence relation. But in reality, for the mechanical fault signal, the eigenvalues are not discrete, but the continuous, decimal. In this paper, we use the method of combining the fuzzy equivalence relation and the granularity power graph to reduce the attributes of the data, so as to enhance the practicability of the attribute reduction method based on granular computing.
Basic Knowledge [8]
First of all, a simple introduction to Tongji University, Chen Yuming, based on granular computing from top to bottom attribute reduction method, for more details, please refer to reference [2] .
Definition 1, non empty finite discourse domain U , R is an equivalent relation on U , according to the equivalence relations U can be divided into n "block" i X , "block" is considered to be an element of the distinction, called quotient set
for the discourse domain U of the particle partition. Definition 2, R , Q are equivalent relations of discourse domain U and R is not equal to Q , then Q R ∩ is also the equivalence relation of the domain U , which is not only to satisfy the equivalence relationship R but also the equivalence relationship Q .
The symbol ∧ indicates the lower bound.
Definition 3, defines the granularity as the number of 1 in the equivalent relation matrix:
• represents the number of elements contained in the requested object. Granularity can also be represented by the size of a U * U logic matrix.
, that is, if x and y the same, in the equivalence relationship R , will be the same under the Q , said R than Q fine, or Q than R rough, the formula is expressed as Q R ≺ , and can get GD(Q) GD(R) ≤ . Definition 5, for the information system ( )
, U is a collection of samples or called the discourse domain, A is a collection of common features that can represent each sample, V is the value of U in the field of A. For
represents a feature, according to the feature a to establish the equivalence relationship, can also be based on any set of features A C ∈ . So we can remove the single feature a to form a new feature set
, By comparing the granularity of the feature set
and the granularity of the whole feature set A , if the value is not equal, the feature a is significant feature. Formula is:
According to definition 5, the right side of the second attribute set contains the first attribute set, so the difference must be greater than or equal to 0. In order to express the process of attribute reduction, a flow chart and power chart are established: The Granular-power graph is a layered graph which is formed by the combination of all attributes, as figure1. The top power graph is a combination of all the attributes, combination, and then the next layer is a layer of less than a property. Turn down the bottom, is an empty set. According to the rules of permutation and combination, there are Step 2, according to the number of features to establish power graph
Step 3, set the appropriate threshold;
Step 4, starting from the top level of the granular-power graph; calculate GD (A);
Step 5, calculate the GD and SIG of the i layer;
Step 6, remove the combination which SIG is greater than 0;
Step 7, whether all combinations of the i layer were removed, if YES, the algorithm is stop, otherwise continue;
Step 8, retain a combination that SIG equal to 0;
Step 9, enter the power graph i+1 layer, remove combination the associated with combination deleted from step 6;
Step 10, whether all combinations of the i+1 layer are removed, if YES, the algorithm is stop, otherwise continues;
Step 11, i=i+1, repeat step 5~11;
Step 12, when the termination condition of step 7 or 10 is satisfied, the cycle is stopped, remaining combinations, each can be used as the minimum reduction ) A ( red Example: Given an information system ( )
, as shown in table1, for attribute reduction. (6) Into the third layer, there are 4 groups, delete groups associated with groups deleted in second layer, {a}{b}{c}{d}, the remaining groups are empty, algorithm stop, {a b}{b d} are minimal reductions.
Conclusions
In this paper, an attribute reduction algorithm based on granular computing is proposed to solve the problem of non discrete information system. The traditional attribute reduction based on granular computing is from bottom to top, and the core of attribute is first, then the number of important attributes is gradually increased by other attributes. This paper uses attribute reduction method from top to bottom in view of this situation, from all the attributes by delete key attributes, and based on granular computing fidelity fidelity theorem of the screening speed increased, so as to get the minimum reduction set.
